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Disciplinary Code of the Armed Forces

Minister of Armed Forces of the USSR, Disciplinary Code of the Armed Forces of the USSR. June 1, 1946
 

Chapter I. General Provisions

1. Military discipline is the strict and exact observance by all servicemen of the order and rules established by laws and military codes.

2. Military discipline is founded on recognition by each serviceman of military duty and personal responsibility for the protection of his Motherland, the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics.

3. Military discipline obligates each serviceman:

To carry out exactly the requirements of military codes, orders, and instructions of commanders;

Staunchly to bear all burdens and deprivations of military service, not to spare blood or life itself in fulfilling military duty;

To guard strictly military and state secrets;

To be honorable, truthful, and to study conscientiously the art of war and to safeguard in all ways military and national property;

To show respect to commanders and seniors, and to observe strictly the rules of military courtesy and saluting.

4. The interests of defending the Motherland require of a commander that he not leave without action a single offense of his subordinates, that he punish strictly the

remiss and encourage the deserving for demonstrated zeal, exploits, and distinctions in service.

5. Each commander is obliged resolutely and firmly to require observance of military discipline, constantly to educate his subordinates in the spirit of unflinching

fulfillment of all its requirements, to develop and support in them a consciousness of military honor and military duty.

6. The order of the commander shall be law for the subordinate. An order must be executed without reservation, exactly, and promptly.

7. In case of open disobedience or resistance of a subordinate, the commander is obliged to take all measures of compulsion, and in an extreme case, which does not

permit delay, to use weapons; the commander shall report such an extraordinary case immediately through channels.

A commander who does not take active measures for the restoration of order and discipline shall bear responsibility for that.

Each serviceman is obliged to co6perate with his commander in maintaining military discipline and order.

8. Only direct commanders and commanders indicated in Chapter 7 may impose disciplinary penalties.

9. Disciplinary authority assigned to junior commanders shall always belong to the senior commanders as well.

10. Commanders of the rank of sergeants and master sergeants whose official duties are not stated in the present code shall enjoy disciplinary authority with respect

to their subordinates according to the military rank provided for the official duties occupied:

(a) In the rank of junior sergeant, sergeant, master sergeant second class and master sergeant first class – the authority of commander (master sergeant) of a squad;

(b) In the ranks of senior sergeant and chief master sergeant – the authority of assistant platoon commander;

(c) In the ranks of master sergeant and warrant officer – the authority of a master sergeant of a company (ship’s crew).

11. Commanders of the rank of officers, generals, and admirals, whose official duties are not stated in the present code, shall enjoy disciplinary authority with respect

to subordinates according to the military rank intended for the official duties occupied:

(a) In the ranks of ensign, second lieutenant, and first lieutenant – the authority of a platoon commander;

(b) In the ranks of captain and lieutenant-commander – the authority of a company commander (commander of a ship of the fourth class);

(c) In the ranks of major, lieutenant colonel, commander, and captain – the authority of a battalion commander (commander of a ship of the third class);

(d) In the ranks of colonel and commodore – the authority of a regimental commander (commander of a ship of the second class);

(e) In the ranks of major-general and rear-admiral – the authority of a division commander (commander of a ship of the first class);

(f) In the ranks of lieutenant-general and vice-admiral-the authority of a corps commander (commander of a division of ships);
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(g) In the ranks of colonel-general and admiral – the authority of commander-in-chief of an army (commander-in-chief of a naval squadron);

(h) In the ranks of general of the army, marshal of a branch of the army, admiral of a fleet, and Marshal of the Soviet Union -the authority of commander-in-chief of

troops of a military district (commander-in-chief of a fleet).

12. Commanders of fleet bases, commanders-in-chief of sea frontiers and also officers and admirals of ships and commands of ships, whose official duties are not

stated in the present code, shall enjoy disciplinary authority with respect to their subordinates one grade higher than the authority of officers and admirals indicated

in Article 11.

13. Deputies (assistants) of commanders of subdivisions, units, ships, and commands, and also chiefs of staff, shall enjoy disciplinary authority with respect to their

subordinates one grade lower than the rights assigned to their immediate commanders.

On ships where there is a senior assistant and an assistant commander of the ship, the latter shall enjoy disciplinary authority one grade lower than the rights

assigned to the senior assistant.

14. In temporarily fulfilling official duties, the commander shall enjoy disciplinary authority in accordance with the official duties temporarily being fulfilled, if so stated

in the order.

15. Commanders of battalions, companies, platoons, and corresponding organizations, when commanding subdivisions or detachments on detached duty, and also

when carrying out independent tasks separately from their unit, shall enjoy disciplinary authority one degree higher than the official duties occupied.

Privates, sergeants, and master sergeants assigned as commanders of detachments in the cases indicated above shall enjoy the disciplinary authority of a master

sergeant of a company (ship’s crew), and sergeants in the rank of master sergeant and master sergeants in the rank of warrant officer shall enjoy the authority of a

platoon commander.

16. Officers commanding cadet subdivisions in military academies (schools) shall enjoy disciplinary authority with respect to their subordinates one grade higher than

the official duties occupied.

17. The provisions of the present code shall apply:

(a) To all servicemen of the Armed Forces of the USSR;

(b) To persons in the reserve liable to military service and to pre-draftees during the period which they spend in camp, during their participation in maneuvers and

other combat courses;

(c) To officers, generals, and admirals in the reserve and on the retired list and also to officers, generals, and admirals on detached duty for work in the national

economy – while wearing the military uniform.

Chapter II. On Punishments for Violation of Military Discipline

18. For a violation of military discipline or of the general order a serviceman must be subjected to disciplinary penalty if the offense committed by him does not involve

being arraigned in court.

19. In those cases when for the offense committed various punishments are provided by military criminal laws, depending upon the degree of guilt, some of which are

imposed by a court, and others by disciplinary action, the commander shall determine whether to transfer the record of the guilty person to the military investigating

organs or to limit himself to disciplinary penalties. The decision of the question and the determination of the measure of disciplinary penalty itself shall belong in such

an instance to that commander who, according to the law, is to determine whether the record should be transferred to the military investigating organs.

20. One who for illegal actions subject to punishment by sentence of court is subjected to a disciplinary penalty shall not be exempt from arraignment in court.

21. In extreme cases, not permitting delay, the right to relieve officers, generals, and admirals from official duties shall be assigned:

(a) To the regimental commander, the commander of a ship of the second class and to commanders enjoying authority equal to theirs-when the officers to be

relieved of their official duties are commanders of companies, commanders of combat units of a ship, those corresponding to them and lower;

(b) To the division commander, the commander of a ship of the first class and commanders enjoying authority equal to theirs -when the officers to be relieved of their

official duties are battalion commanders, commanders of combat units of a ship (except commanders of the second and fifth combat units), those corresponding to

them and lower;

(c) To the corps commander, the commander of a brigade of ships and commanders enjoying authority equal to theirs-when the officers to be relieved of their official

duties are commanders of regiments, commanders of ships of the second class, those corresponding to them and lower;

(d) To the commander of an army, the commander of the troops of a military district or army group, the commander of a squadron or fleet, and to commanders

enjoying authority equal to theirs-when the officers to be relieved of their official duties are division commanders, commanders of brigades of ships, those

corresponding to them and lower.

A commander who relieves a subordinate of official duties is obliged immediately to report this through official channels, setting forth in detail in the report the

reasons and circumstances which call for relieving him of official duties.

A commander who relieves a subordinate of official duties without sufficient basis for so doing shall bear responsibility for that.

22. Relieving of official duties of corps commanders, corps chiefs of staff, squadron commanders, squadron chiefs of staff, those corresponding to them and higher,

shall be carried out by authority of the Minister of the Armed Forces of the USSR.

Chapter III. On Disciplinary Penalties Imposed on Privates, Sergeants, and Master Sergeants

23. The following penalties may be imposed on privates:

(a) Reprimand;

(b) Restriction to barracks, to the area of the unit, or to the ship-up to one month;

(c) Assignment to extra detail (with the exception of assignment to guard duty, or to watch) or to work -up to five assignments;

(d) Simple confinement -up to twenty days;

(e) Strict confinement -up to fifteen days;

(f) Deprivation of the rank of private first class (senior Red Sailor).

24. The following penalties are imposed on sergeants and master sergeants in the regular-term service:

(a) Reprimand;

(b) Restriction to barracks, to the area of the unit or to the ship-up to one month;

(c) Assignment to extra detail (with the exception of guard duty or watch) – up to three assignments;

(d) Simple confinement – up to twenty days;

(e) Strict confinement – up to ten days;

(f) Demotion in command;

(g) Reduction in military rank – to rank of private inclusive. The penalties indicated in paragraphs (c) and (e) shall not be imposed on sergeants in the rank of master

sergeants and on master sergeants in the rank of warrant officer.
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25. The following penalties may be imposed on sergeants and master sergeants of the extra-term service:

(a) Reprimand;

(b) Simple confinement up to twenty days;

(c) Demotion in command;

(d) Transfer to the reserve for the remainder of the term of service.

Chapter IV. Rights of Commanders to Impose Disciplinary Penalties on Their Subordinates of the Ranks of Private, Sergeant and Master Sergeant

26. The commander of a squad, the commander of a gun, and the master sergeant of a section shall have the right:

(a) To reprimand;

(b) To deprive privates of one regular pass from the barracks, from the area of the unit or from ship to shore;

(c) To assign privates to extra detail or work -one assignment.

27. The assistant platoon commander shall have the right:

(a) To reprimand;

(b) To deprive of a pass from the barracks or from the area of the unit, privates – up to two regular passes, sergeants – one regular pass;

(c) To assign privates to extra detail or work up to two assignments; sergeants to extra detail-one assignment.

28. The master sergeant of a company, of a battery, of a troop, of an air group, of a ship’s crew shall have the right:

(a) To reprimand;

(b) To deprive of a pass from the barracks, from the area of the unit or from the ship, privates up- to three regular passes, sergeants and master sergeants – one

regular pass;

(c) To assign privates to extra detail or work up to three assignments; to assign sergeants and master sergeants to extra detail – one assignment;

(d) To place privates under simple arrest up to two days.

29. The commander of a platoon shall have the right:

(a) To reprimand;

(b) To deprive of a pass from the barracks or from the area of the unit, privates up to three regular passes, sergeants up to two regular passes;

(c) To assign privates to extra detail or work up to four assignments; to assign sergeants to extra detail up to two assignments;

(d) To place under simple arrest; privates up to three days, sergeants – one day.

30. The commander of a company, battery, troop, flight, ship of the fourth class, or independent platoon shall have the right:

(a) To reprimand;

(b) To deprive of a pass from the barracks, from the area of the unit or from the ship: privates up to one month, sergeants and master sergeants up to three regular

passes;

(c) To assign privates to extra detail or work up to five assignments; to assign sergeants and master sergeants to extra detail up to three assignments;

(d) To place privates under simple arrest up to ten days, under strict arrest up to four days; sergeants and master sergeants under simple arrest up to five days,

under strict arrest up to two days; a master sergeant or warrant officer under simple arrest up to three days.

31. The commander of a battalion, artillery battalion, air group, ship of the third class, the commander of an independent company, battery, or troop, shall have the

right:

(a) To reprimand;

(b) To deprive of a pass from the barracks, from the area of the unit, or from the ship, privates, sergeants, and master sergeants up to one month;

(c) To assign privates to extra detail or work up to five assignments; to assign sergeants and master sergeants to extra detail up to three assignments;

(d) To place privates under simple arrest up to fifteen days, under strict arrest up to seven days; sergeants and master sergeants -under simple arrest up to ten days,

under strict arrest up to five days.

32. The commander of a regiment, ship of the second class, and the commander of an independent battalion, artillery battalion, or air group, shall have the right:

(a) To reprimand;

(b) To deprive of a pass from the barracks, from the area of the unit, or from the ship, privates, sergeants, and master sergeants up to one month;

(c) To assign privates to extra detail or work up to five assignments; to assign sergeants and master sergeants to extra detail up to three assignments;

(d) To place privates under simple arrest up to twenty days, under strict arrest up to fifteen days; sergeants and master sergeants under simple arrest up to twenty

days, under strict arrest up to ten days.

(e) To deprive of the rank of private first class (seaman first);

(f) To reduce in official duties sergeants and master sergeants.

33. The commander of a division, independent or attached brigade, ship of the first class, and independent regiment, shall have, beyond the rights assigned to the

commander of a regiment, the right:

(a) To reduce sergeants and master sergeants in regular-term service to the rank of private;

(b) To retire to the reserves sergeants and master sergeants in extra-term service for the remainder of the term of service.

34. The commander of a corps, independent division, brigade of ships, the commander of an army, squadron, flotilla, the commander of troops of a military district or

army group, and the commander of a fleet shall enjoy disciplinary authority to the full extent of the present code with respect to privates, sergeants, and master

sergeants subordinate to them.

Chapter V. On Disciplinary Penalties Imposed on Officers, Generals, and Admirals

35. The following penalties may be imposed on officers:

(a) Admonition and reprimand administered orally or in writing, before an assembly of officers or in the order of the day;

(b) Arrest in quarters with performance of service duties up to twenty days;

(c) Arrest and confinement in the guardhouse up to twenty days;

(d) Warning of inadequate discharge of duty;

(e) Assignment with a demotion in command;

(f) Reduction in military rank.

36. Deputies (assistants) of commanders of subdivisions of units or ships, and chiefs of staff of units, with the exception of senior officers in the rank of colonel and

commodore, can be placed under arrest in quarters or under arrest with confinement in the guardhouse by a commander who has authority one grade higher than

their immediate commanders.

37. The commanders of regiments, commanders of ships of the first class and also senior officers of the rank of colonel and commodore who occupy official duties of

commanders of large units, of their deputies or of chiefs of staffs of commands, may be placed under arrest in quarters or under arrest with confinement in the

guardhouse only by order of the Minister of the Armed Forces of the USSR.
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38. Senior officers in the rank of colonel and commodore not indicated in Article 37 may be placed under arrest under disciplinary procedure by authority of the

commander of the troops of a military district or army group, the commander of a fleet, and commanders enjoying authority equal to theirs.

39. The following penalties may be imposed on generals and admirals:

(a) Admonition and reprimand, administered orally, in writing, or in the order of the day;

(b) Warning of inadequate discharge of duty;

(c) Assignment with demotion in command.

40. Officers, generals, and admirals of guards units and commands who are assigned with a reduction in official duties in a disciplinary procedure shall be deprived of

guards rank and transferred out of the guard.

Chapter VI. Rights of Commanders to Impose Disciplinary Penalties on Their Subordinate Officers, Generals, and Admirals

41. The commander of a company, battery, squadron, flight, or ship of the fourth class shall have the right:

(a) To admonish and reprimand orally;

(b) To place junior officers under arrest in quarters and under arrest with confinement in the guardhouse-up to two days.

42. The commander of a battalion, artillery battalion, air group, ship of the third class, the commander of an independent company, battery, or troop, shall have the

right:

(a) To admonish and reprimand orally or before an assembly of officers;

(b) To place junior officers under arrest in quarters and arrest with confinement in the guardhouse for five days.

43. The commander of a regiment, ship of the second class, the commander of an independent battalion, artillery battalion, or air group, shall have the right:

(a) To admonish and reprimand orally, before an assembly of officers or in the order of the day;

(b) To place under arrest in quarters and arrest with confinement in the guardhouse, junior officers up to ten days, senior officers up to five days.

(c) To warn of inadequate discharge of duty.

44. The commander of a division, independent or attached brigade, ship of the first class, or separate regiment shall have the right with respect to officers:

(a) To admonish and to reprimand orally, in writing, before an assembly of officers or in the order of the day;

(b) To place under arrest in quarters and under arrest with confinement in the guardhouse, junior officers up to fifteen days, senior officers up to ten days;

(c) To warn of inadequate discharge of duty.

45. The commander of a corps, independent division, or brigade of ships, shall have the right:

(1) With respect to officers –

(a) To admonish and to reprimand orally, in writing, before an assembly of officers or in the order of the day;

(b) To place under arrest in quarters and arrest with confinement in the guardhouse, junior officers up to 20 days, senior officers up to 15 days;

(c) To warn of inadequate discharge of duty;

(2) With respect to generals and admirals –

(a) To admonish and reprimand orally, in writing, or in the order of the day.

46. The commander of an army, squadron, or flotilla, shall have the right:

(1) With respect to officers

(a) To admonish and reprimand orally, in writing, before an assembly of officers or in the order of the day;

(b) To place under arrest in quarters and arrest with confinement in the guardhouse up to twenty days;

(c) To warn of inadequate discharge of duty;

(2) With respect to generals and admirals –

(a) To admonish and reprimand orally, in writing, or in the order of the day;

(b) To warn of inadequate discharge of duty.

47. The commander of the troops of a military district or army group or the commander of a fleet shall have the right:

(i) With respect to officers –

(a) To admonish and reprimand orally, in writing, before an assembly of officers, or in the order of the day;

(b) To place under arrest in quarters and under arrest with confinement in the guardhouse up to twenty days;

(c) To warn of inadequate discharge of duty;

(d) To assign with a reduction in official duties commanders of battalions, commanders of ships of the third class, those corresponding to them and lower;

(2) With respect to generals and admirals –

(a) To admonish and reprimand orally, in writing, or in the order of the day;

(b) To warn of inadequate discharge of duty.

48. Commanders of chief administrations directly subordinate to the Minister of the Armed Forces of the USSR, and also commanders of arms of the service, with

respect to all servicemen subordinate to them, shall enjoy the disciplinary authority of a commander of the troops of a military district or army group, or the

commander of a fleet.

49. Chief Inspectors of the Ground Troops, Military Air Forces, and Naval Forces, at the time of inspection, shall enjoy with respect to all servicemen of troops, military

installations and institutions which they are inspecting, the disciplinary authority of a commander of the troops of a military district or army group or the commander

of a fleet.

50. Deputy Ministers of the Armed Forces of the USSR, the Chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the USSR, the Commander-in-Chief of Ground Troops,

Military Air Forces, and Naval Forces, and the Commander of the Rear of the Armed Forces of the USSR shall have, beyond the rights assigned to the commander of

the troops of a military district or army group or the commander of a fleet, with respect to all servicemen of the Armed Forces of the USSR, the right to reduce by one

grade the military rank of officers from lieutenant colonels down.

51. The Minister of the Armed Forces of the USSR shall enjoy disciplinary authority to the full extent of the present code with respect to all servicemen of the Armed

Forces of the USSR.

Chapter VII. On the Imposition of Disciplinary Penalties in Special Cases

52. Commanders of garrisons (senior naval commanders), commanders of training camps, commanders of troop movements, commanders of military automobile

roads, and military commandants of all designations, shall have, within the limits of the authority assigned to them with respect to their subordinates, the right to

place under arrest servicemen not subordinate to them (Article 8) in the following cases:

(a) When the offense concerns a violation of general security or order;
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(b) When the offense is committed while on garrison guard duty or when carrying out other obligations of garrison service;

(c) When the offense is committed while on leave, on detached service, during recuperation in a medical institution, or while confined in the garrison guardhouse;

(d) When the offense is committed while traveling by rail, water, or other means of communication;

(e) When the direct commander of the guilty person enjoys less authority in comparison with them.

53. Commanders imposing arrest in accordance with Article 52 shall inform thereof the commanders of those units and ships and the commanders of those

installations and institutions to whose personnel the serviceman who committed the offense belongs.

A serviceman upon arrival at the place of permanent service is obliged to report to his immediate commander the imposition of a penalty upon him.

A serviceman who does not report the imposition of a penalty upon him shall bear responsibility for that in the disciplinary procedure.

54. In case of a violation of military discipline or the general order by officers, generals, and admirals in the reserve or retired, while wearing the military uniform, the

following disciplinary penalties may be imposed:

(a) On officers – admonition and reprimand, administered orally or in writing, arrest in quarters or arrest with confinement in the guardhouse, for junior officers up to

seven days, for senior officers up to 3 days;

(b) On generals and admirals – admonition and reprimand, administered orally or in writing.

55. The right of imposing disciplinary penalties on officers, generals, and admirals in the reserve or retired (Article 54) belongs:

(a) On junior officers – to commanders of garrisons (senior naval commanders) and county (city) military commissars who enjoy the authority of a commander of a

battalion (commander of a ship of the third class);

(b) On senior officers – to garrison commanders (senior naval commanders), to regional (area, republican) and city (county) military commissars who enjoy the

authority of the commander of a regiment (commander of a ship of the second class); colonels and commodores in the reserve or retired can be placed under arrest

only by order of the commander of the troops of a military district or the commander of a fleet;

(c) On generals and admirals-to commanders of the troops of military districts or commanders of fleets.

56. Officers, generals, and admirals in the reserve or retired, in case of their committing offenses which degrade the honor and dignity of their military rank, may be

deprived of the right to wear the military uniform by authority of the Minister of the Armed Forces of the USSR.

57. When servicemen not subordinate one to the other perform service jointly, the senior in official duties or, when equal in official duties, the senior in rank, shall be

acknowledged as the commander and shall enjoy the disciplinary authority assigned him according to the official duties occupied.

58. For a violation of military discipline, the general order, or the rules of saluting, by a junior in the presence of a senior, the senior is obliged to remind the junior and

if this is not successful, he can arrest the junior.

The right of arrest in these cases belongs: with respect to senior officers (with the exception of persons indicated in Articles 37 and 38 of the present code), to

generals, admirals, and senior officers; with respect to privates, sergeants, and master sergeants, to generals, admirals, and all officers.

The procedure for carrying out an arrest is defined in Appendix 4, paragraph 16.

59. Persons not fulfilling the requirements of a senior or his order to place themselves under arrest (Article S8) are subject to responsibility as for not carrying out an

order of their commander.

Chapter VIII. Procedure for the Imposition of Disciplinary Penalties

60. Every disciplinary penalty must correspond to the degree of guilt and the importance of the offense committed. In defining the kind and the measure of the penalty

there shall be taken into consideration the character of the offense, the circumstances under which it was committed, the previous conduct of the guilty one, and also

the length of service and degree of knowledge of the system of service.

61. When imposing a disciplinary penalty or reminding a subordinate of his obligations, a commander must not lower the personal dignity of the subordinate or permit

rudeness.

62. It is forbidden to impose several penalties for one and the same offense or to combine one penalty with others. It is forbidden also to place a person under arrest

in the form of a disciplinary penalty without defining the term of arrest.

63. The severity of a disciplinary penalty shall be increased when the guilty person has committed an offense of the same character more than once, when the

offense is committed while carrying out service obligations, or when it results in a substantial breach of order.

64. A commander who considers the disciplinary authority assigned to him as insufficient for the importance of the offense committed by a subordinate shall submit a

petition for the imposition of a penalty on the guilty person by authority of a senior commander.

65. A commander who exceeds the disciplinary authority assigned to him shall bear responsibility for that.

66. A senior commander shall not have the right to reverse or decrease a disciplinary penalty imposed by a junior commander, by reason of the severity of the

penalty, if the latter has not exceeded the authority assigned to him.

A senior commander shall have the right to increase a disciplinary penalty, if he finds that the penalty imposed by the junior commander does not correspond to the

seriousness of the offense committed.

67. Every disciplinary penalty must be imposed within five days from the day when the offense committed became known to the commander, and if an investigation or

inquiry is conducted, then from the day of its completion.

68. The imposition of a penalty on a guilty person who is in a drunken condition shall be postponed until he becomes sober, for, which purpose he can be placed, if

necessary, under preliminary arrest in the guardhouse.

Chapter IX Procedure for Carrying out Disciplinary Penalties

69. A disciplinary penalty shall be carried out, as a rule, immediately, and in exceptional cases not later than a month from the day of its imposition. After a period of a

month, the penalty shall not be carried out but an entry shall be made on the record card of penalties and rewards.

70. The carrying out of an imposed penalty shall not be suspended when an appeal from it is taken, until instructions of the senior commander for its reversal are

received.

71. Disciplinary penalties which are imposed shall be announced as follows: to privates, personally or in formation; to sergeants and master sergeants, personally or

before sergeants and master sergeants in formation; to officers, personally, in writing, before an assembly of officers, or in the order of the day.

72. The procedure for carrying out an arrest of privates, sergeants, master sergeants, and officers is set forth in Appendix 4.
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Chapter X. On Rewards Applicable to Privates, Sergeants and Master Sergeants

73. The following rewards shall be applied to privates, sergeants, and master sergeants:

(a) Expression of appreciation in formation or in the order of the day;

(b) Removal of a disciplinary penalty previously imposed;

(c) Award to privates, sergeants, and master sergeants in regular-term service of a pass from the area of the unit or from the ship, up to two days;

(d) Award to privates, sergeants, and master sergeants in regular-term service of a short-term leave, up to ten days, not counting travel time to the place of leave and

back;

(e) Award of testimonials of merit on completion of the course of study in training units and subdivisions and on return to the reserves;

(f) Award of valuable gifts or money;

(g) Award of a personal photograph of the serviceman, taken before the unfurled banner of the unit;

(h) Notification to the home town or place of former employment of the serviceman of his exemplary performance of service duties and of rewards received;

(i) Award of military decoration.

74. In military academies, besides the rewards enumerated in Article 73, inscription on the honor roll of the names of students who have completed the course of

study with honor shall be applicable,

Chapter XI. Rights of Commanders in Applying Rewards to Subordinate Privates, Sergeants, and Master Sergeants

75. The commander of a squad (commander of a weapon, master sergeant of a squad), assistant platoon commander, and the master sergeant of a company

(battery, cavalry troop, air group, ship’s crew) shall have the right:

(a) To express appreciation before the formation;

(b) To remove disciplinary penalties previously imposed by them.

76. The commander of a platoon shall have the right:

(a) To express appreciation before the formation;

(b) To remove disciplinary penalties previously imposed by him.

77. The commander of a company (battery, cavalry troop, flight, ship of the fourth class, independent platoon) and the commander of a battalion (artillery battalion,

air group, ship of the third class, independent company, battery, cavalry troop) shall have the right:

(a) To express appreciation before the formation;

(b) To remove disciplinary penalties previously imposed by them;

(c) To award a pass from the area of the unit or from the ship to privates, sergeants, and master sergeants in regular term service, up to two days.

78. The commander of a regiment (ships of the first and second class, separate battalion division, air group) shall have the right:

(a) To express appreciation before the formation or in the order of the day;

(b) To remove disciplinary penalties previously imposed by him;

(c) To award a short-term leave to privates, sergeants, and master sergeants in regular-term service, up to ten days;

(d) To award testimonials of merit on completion of regimental schools and on retirement into the reserves;

(e) To award valuable gifts or money;

(f) To award a personal photograph of the serviceman, taken before the unfurled banner of the unit;

(g) To notify the home town or place of previous employment of the serviceman of his exemplary performance of service duties and of rewards received.

79. The commander of a division (independent or attached brigade, independent regiment, training detachment, and the commander of an independent school of the

Naval Forces), the commander of a corps (independent division), and the commander of an army, beyond the powers enumerated in Article 78, shall have the right to

award testimonials of merit to those who have successfully finished the course of training in training units.

80. The commander of the troops of a military district or army group or the commander of a fleet shall have, beyond the powers enumerated in Articles 78 and 79, the

right:

(a) To award military decorations to privates, sergeants, and master sergeants;

(b) To inscribe on the honor roll the names of students of military academies who have completed the course of study with honor.

Chapter XII. On Rewards Applicable to Officers, Generals, and Admirals

81. The following rewards shall be applicable to officers, generals, and admirals:

(a) Expression of appreciation orally, before an assembly of officers, or in the order of the day;

(b) Removal of a disciplinary penalty previously imposed;

(c) Award of valuable engraved gifts or money;

(d) Nomination for premature advancement to the next military rank;

(e) Award of an engraved blank and operating firearm;

(f) Transfer to guard units commands.

82. In military academies (officer schools and courses), beyond the rewards enumerated in Article 81, there shall be applicable by authority of commanders of

academies the inscription on the honor roll of the names of students who have completed the course of study with honor.

Chapter XIII. Rights of Commanders in Applying Rewards to Subordinate Officers, Generals, and Admirals

83. The commander of a company (battery, cavalry troop, flight, ship of the fourth class) shall have the right:

(a) To express appreciation orally;

(b) To remove disciplinary penalties previously imposed by him.

84. The commander of a battalion (artillery battalion, air group, ship of the third class, independent company, battery, cavalry troop) shall have the right:

(a) To express appreciation orally or before an assembly of officers;

(b) To remove disciplinary penalties previously imposed by him.

85. The commander of a regiment (ship of the second class, independent battalion, artillery battalion, air group), the commander of a division (independent or

attached brigade, ship of the first class, independent regiment), the commander of a corps (independent division, brigade of ships), and the commander of an army

(squadron, flotilla) shall have the right:

(a) To express appreciation orally, before an assembly of officers, or in the order of the day;

(b) To remove disciplinary penalties previously imposed by them;
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(c) To award valuable engraved gifts or money;

(d) To nominate for premature advancement to the next military rank.

86. The commander of the troops of a military district or army group or the commander of a fleet shall have, beyond the rights enumerated in Article 85, the right to

transfer junior officers to guard units (commands).

87. Deputy Ministers of the Armed Forces of the USSR, the Chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of the USSR, the Commander-in-Chief of the Ground Troops,

the Military Air Forces and the Naval Forces, and the Commander of the Rear of the Armed Forces of the USSR shall have, beyond the rights assigned to the

commander of the troops of a military district or army group or the commander of a fleet, with respect to all servicemen of the Armed Forces of the USSR, the right in

applying rewards to award side arms and firearms with name engraved.

88. The Minister of the Armed Forces of the USSR shall have, with respect to all servicemen of the Armed Forces of the USSR, the right to apply rewards to the full

extent of the present code.

Chapter XIV. Keeping Records of Disciplinary Penalties and Rewards

89. Direct commanders must report or inform through official channels concerning disciplinary penalties and rewards:

(a) For privates, sergeants, and master sergeants-to commanders of companies and those corresponding to them;

(b) For officers-to commanders of units and ships;

(c) For commanders of units and ships, generals, and admirals -to the headquarters of the next higher unit.

90. Record cards of penalties and rewards shall be kept:

(a) In the company-for privates and sergeants;

(b) In the headquarters of the unit-for officers;

(c) On ships of the first class: for privates and master sergeants-in groups, batteries, and turrets of combat units, in service units and separate ship’s crews; for

officers – by the assistant commander of the ship;

(d) On ships of the second class: for privates and master sergeants-in combat units, service units, and independent units; for officers-by the assistant commander of

the ship;

(e) On ships of the second class and submarines: for all personnel of the ship – by the assistant commander of the ship;

(f ) For all personnel of ships of the fourth class – in this administration of the flotilla.

91. Records of penalties and rewards for commanders of unit! and ships, generals, and admirals shall be kept in the headquarters of the next higher unit.

92. Each disciplinary penalty, with the exception of admonitions and reprimands administered orally, and also all rewards, shall be entered in the record of penalties

and rewards (Appendix 2).

93. Each entry in the record of penalties and rewards for privates, sergeants, and master sergeants must be certified by the commander of the company (and of

corresponding subdivisions).

On the record of penalties and rewards for officers each entry shall be certified by the chief of staff of the unit (assistant commander of a ship, commander of a flotilla

of ships of the fourth class); and for commanders of units or ships and generals and admirals-by the chief of staff of the unit.

94. Commanders of battalions, regiments, and ships and those corresponding to them are obliged to inspect periodically the records of penalties and rewards for the

purpose of checking the correctness of the penalties imposed and the rewards applied.

95. In case of travel or transfer of the serviceman, his record of penalties and rewards shall be sent to his new place of service.

Chapter XV. On Complaints and Reports

96. All servicemen shall have the right to make complaints about illegal actions and orders of commanders with respect to them, about violations of rights and

benefits established by service, or non-issuance of their authorized allowances.

97. A complaint shall be made directly to the commander of the person against whose actions the complaint is made, and if the person making the complaint does not

know through whose fault his rights have been violated, then the complaint shall be made through channels.

98. A complaint may be presented orally or turned in written form. In the latter case it must be signed.

99. A complaint against the commander of a regiment, commanders of ships of the first and second class, and commanders superior to them shall be turned in only

in written form, with the exception of complaints made in response to an inspecting officer (Article 108).

100. Servicemen shall have the right to turn in complaints only for themselves personally. To turn in group complaints or complaints on behalf of another shall be

forbidden.

101. It shall be forbidden to turn in a complaint while in formation, on guard duty, on watch, on twenty-four-hour detail and while in classes or in training courses.

102. It shall be forbidden to complain of the severity of a disciplinary penalty if the commander has not exceeded the disciplinary authority assigned to him.

103. When the superior commander conducts an inspection, a complaint may be made orally or turned in writing directly to the person making the inspection.

104. Servicemen not present for any reason when the superior commander conducts an inspection may turn in a complaint in written form directly addressed to the

person making the inspection.

105. If a serviceman discovers anywhere misappropriation or damage of military property, illegal expenditure of funds, or other obvious abuses in the supplying of

troops, he is obliged to report this through official channels and may send a written report to a superior commander.

Officers, generals, and admirals shall have in addition the right to turn in reports through official channels concerning abuses and inadequacies in the condition of

technique and supply, and concerning facts which damage the combat efficiency of the armed forces and also concerning their suggestions for elimination of these

inadequacies. Concurrently with turning in reports through official channels, it shall be permitted in these cases to turn in a report to a superior commander up to and

including the Minister of the Armed Forces of the USSR.

106. A commander is obliged to examine a complaint or report received and if he considers the complaint or report to be correct immediately to take measures for

the satisfaction of the request of the person turning in the complaint or request.

If a commander receiving a complaint or report does not have sufficient authority to satisfy the request of the person turning in the complaint, he shall immediately

send the complaint or report through channels.
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107. Servicemen who discover an abuse or any kind of serious inadequacy and who through their reports make possible its elimination, shall be eligible for a reward.

108. A serviceman who knowingly turns in a false complaint or report shall be made responsible for that.

109. A commander who permits an obvious injustice or an illegal action with respect to a subordinate on account of a complaint or petition turned in by him shall be

subject to strict responsibility.

110. Complaints and reports of servicemen shall be entered by commanders of companies, commanders of combat units (service units), assistant commanders of

ships, and commanders of flotillas of ships of the fourth class, in the book of complaints and reports (Appendix 3).

A book of complaints and applications shall be kept:

(a) In each company;

(b) In each combat unit of ships of the first class;

(c) On each ship of the second and third class;

(d) In the administration of a flotilla of ships of the fourth class.

In the book of complaints and applications shall be entered all complaints and reports of privates, sergeants, and master sergeants with the exception of complaints

against officers of the rank of commander of a company, those corresponding to him and higher, and also complaints made when the superior commander conducts

an inspection.

111. Complaints and reports of servicemen against officers of the rank of the commander of a company, those corresponding to him and higher, and also complaints

made when the superior commander conducts an inspection, shall be entered personally by the chief of staff of the unit (senior assistant commander of a ship,

assistant commander of a ship, chief of staff of a command of ships of the fourth class) in a separate book of complaints and reports which shall be also kept by him.

112. In books of complaints and reports an entry shall be made of the decision which followed each complaint or report.

Books of complaints and reports shall be presented every month to the commander of the unit for inspection, and also to the person inspecting for verification of the

correctness of the dispositions made.

113. Books of complaints and reports must have the pages numbered, sewn together, and fastened together with stamped sealing wax, and be certified by the

commander of the unit.

Chapter XVI. On Officers’ Courts of Honor

114. Courts of honor shall be established for the guarding of the dignity and honor of the rank of officer. To them shall be entrusted the trial of offenses which are

unworthy of the rank of officer, or degrading to military honor or incompatible with the concept of morality.

115. The decision of the question whether or not a case is subject to trial by a court of honor shall belong to the commander who has jurisdiction over the court.

116. Courts of honor shall be organized:

(a) In a regiment, on a battleship, and also in other independent units of troops, for trial of cases involving junior officers;

(b) In the administration of a division, for trial of cases involving senior officers of units of the division except commanders of regiments and those corresponding to

them;

(c) In the administration of a brigade of ships and units corresponding to them and higher, in the administration of naval bases and sea frontiers, for the trial of cases

involving junior officers, and separately for senior officers, except commanders of ships of the first and second class and those corresponding to them.

117. Courts of honor shall also be organized for junior officers and separately for senior officers:

(a) In the administration of corps, armies, military districts, army groups, fleets, and flotillas;

(b) In institutions of military education;

(c) In military installations and institutions (military commissariats hospitals, depots, etc.);

(d) In chief and central administrations of the Ministry of the Armed Forces of the USSR.

118. Trial of cases involving commanders of regiments, commanders of ships of the first and second class, and those corresponding to them shall be conducted in a

court of honor organized under the commander of the troops of a military district or army group of the commander of a fleet or flotilla.

119. Depending on the number of officers, courts of honor shall be organized in independent units of troops of district and army group administrations, installations,

and institutions, and also in administrations, establishments, and institutions of fleets and flotillas. The decision as to the sufficiency of the number of personnel shall

rest with the commander of the troops of a military district or army group or the commander of a fleet or flotilla.

120. The commander of the troops of a military district or army group or the commander of a fleet or flotilla shall have the right to transfer for consideration to one of

the courts of honor offenses of officers of those units (institutions, installations) of the army group, fleet, and flotilla in which a court of honor has not been established

because of the small number of personnel.

121. Depending on the number of officers, courts of honor for junior and senior officers shall be organized in chief and central administrations of the Ministry of the

Armed Forces of the USSR. The decision of the question as to the sufficiency of the number of personnel shall rest with the commanders of the corresponding chief

and central administrations.

122. Courts of honor for the trial of cases involving junior officers shall consist of five members elected at an assembly of officers of the unit (battleship, brigade of

ships, units corresponding to them and higher) from among the senior officers (except commanders of independent units, ships) and captains (lieutenant captains)

who have served in the unit for not less than one year before the day of the elections. However, at least one senior officer must be elected to the court of honor for

junior officers.

The court of honor for trial of cases involving senior officers shall consist of five members elected at an assembly of the senior officers of the division (independent

brigade, brigade of ships, units corresponding to them and higher) from among the senior officers.

Beyond the number of members indicated above, there shall be elected to each court of honor two alternate members of the court.

123. Each independent unit of a division (independent brigade) and ship whose representatives are not included in the court of honor shall elect from its senior

officers one member of the court. At the trial of a case involving an officer of that unit (ship), the member from that unit (ship) shall automatically replace one of the

other members, who shall retire in such a case so that the court of honor will always consist of five members.

124. The court of honor for the trial of cases involving regimental commanders, commanders of ships of the first and second class and those corresponding to them

shall consist of five members to be appointed each time for the trial of the particular case by the commander of the troops of the military district or army group or the

commander of the fleet or flotilla.

In such cases, commanders of commands, except those to whom the accused is directly subordinate, shall be designated as members of the court of honor.
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125. Officers under investigation or trial cannot be elected as members of courts of honor.

126. The selection of the members of the court of honor shall be carried out by secret vote.

Each elector has the right to nominate and to challenge any candidate. A question of a challenge shall be decided by voice vote.

The seven who receive the greatest number of votes shall be considered elected to the court of honor, and of these the two who receive the smallest number of votes

shall be the alternate members of the court.

127. The members of a court of honor shall elect from among their number the president of the court and his deputy.

128. Elections to the court of honor shall be conducted each year, and the time for conducting the elections shall be set by the commander of the troops of a military

district or army group, or the commander of a fleet or flotilla. Officers already on the court can be re6ected. Announcement shall be made concerning the results of

the elections and also concerning the time the elected members enter upon fulfillment of their new obligations: for courts of junior officers, in an order of the day to

the unit (ship); for courts of senior officers, in an order of the day to the division (independent brigade, brigade of ships, and units corresponding to them and higher).

If the members of the court leave the unit before the end of the term for which they were elected, or are recalled from the court by the electors, then new elections

shall be set for the election of new members.

129. An inquiry concerning the offenses with which the accused is charged must precede the examination of a case in the court of honor.

The inquiry shall be conducted by officers appointed by the commander who has jurisdiction over the court of honor according to the rules established for conducting

inquiries.

130. For the conduct of the inquiry the accused and witnesses shall be called by order of the commander who has jurisdiction over the court of honor.

131. Upon examining the record of the inquiry, the commander who has jurisdiction over the court of honor shall decide whether or not the accused should be turned

over to the court of honor. In case he is turned over to the court, the case shall be transferred to the president of the court of honor.

132. In case he is turned over to the court of honor, the accused shall be presented with the record of the inquiry which was conducted, and shall be given the right to

ask the president of the court that new witnesses be called, to demand documents and other sources of information. In proper cases the president of the court shall

grant such a request and in case of refusal shall write a resolution indicating the basis of the refusal.

133. Trial of a case in the court of honor shall be conducted as a rule in an open session, which may be attended by officers of rank not below that of the accused.

134. The actions of the court of honor shall consist of consideration of all the information brought together for the case, calling the accused into court, hearing him

out, and verifying the evidence presented by him.

135. If the accused without valid reason does not appear in accordance with the demand of the court, the court without postponing trial of the case shall render a

verdict by default. A special resolution concerning the failure of the accused to appear in court shall be composed and appended to the verdict.

136. The accused can offer a challenge against any of the members of the court; likewise the members of the court can disqualify themselves from participation in the

trial. Upon hearing the explanations, the court shall decide whether to consider the challenge valid or not. A member of the court against whom a challenge is offered

cannot take part in the decision concerning the challenge.

The decision of the court concerning the challenge shall be set forth in a special resolution, appended to the sentence of the court.

137. In rendering a verdict the court shall declare a recess and remove to a separate place. If a substantial need for additional information arises, the court shall have

the right to adjourn without rendering a verdict.

138. The verdict of the court shall be rendered by a majority of the votes cast by voice vote.

139. The court of honor may decide:

(a) To acquit the accused;

(b) To admonish him;

(c) To reprimand him;

(d) To reprimand him severely;

(e) To petition for postponement of his regular promotion to the next military rank;

. (f) To petition for his reduction in official duties or in military rank;

(g) To petition for his transfer to another military district, fleet, or flotilla;

(h) To petition for his retirement into the reserves.

Courts of honor in guards units and commands may in addition petition to deprive the accused of guards rank with his transfer out of the guards unit.

140. The sentence of the court of honor, signed by the president and all the members of the court, shall be announced immediately to the accused and presented with

the entire record in a report by the president of the court personally to the commander by whom the order for calling the court was issued.

141. An appeal from the verdict of a court of honor based on the substance of the case shall not be allowed. An appeal shall be allowed only for violation of the

procedure established for courts of honor. An appeal shall be taken directly to the commander who has jurisdiction over the court of honor within three days after the

day of the announcement of the verdict to the guilty person.

142. If the commander who has jurisdiction over the court of honor finds such an appeal (Article 141) justified, or if he himself observes in the conduct of the case a

substantial violation of the established procedure, he shall have the right to set aside the verdict and order the president of the court to reconvene the court of honor,

observing the established procedure.

143. In case the officer is sentenced to reduction in official duties or in military rank, or to transfer to another military district, fleet, or flotilla, or out of the guards, or to

retirement into the reserves, the commander who has jurisdiction over the court of honor shall present through official channels a petition with the original of the

verdict and the entire record of the case appended.

144. At the discretion of the commander who has jurisdiction over the court of honor, the verdict of the court of honor may be announced: for junior officers, at an

assembly of junior and senior officers; for senior officers, at an assembly of senior officers.

Source: Harold J. Berman and Miroslav Kerner, ed., Documents on Soviet Military Law and Administration (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1955), pp. 50-82.
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